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SUMMARY
Modern integrated circuits and microprocessors continue to pack more transistors, increas-
ing the power densities and increasing the chip temperatures. Higher chip temperature can
severely limit system performance and force cores to operate at suboptimal power due to
the inability to remove the heat and operate under the chip thermal limit. Modern systems
take advantage of the thermal time constants of the packages to exceed the thermal design
power (TDP) for a short duration. This work investigates the feasibility of using thin-film
quantum dot thermoelectric materials to provide on-demand active cooling and thermal
management. The aim is reduce the hot spot and overall chip temperature and improve
performance by allowing the system to operate at higher power modes. Thermoelectric
coolers are lightweight, have no moving parts, have high reliability, and can be integrated
directly onto a heat spreader, making them attractive candidates for both high-performance
and mobile devices. The research presented in this thesis studies the feasibility of us-
ing thermoelectrics for thermal management and develops a design methodology that can
successfully reduce the thermal events experienced in integrated circuits by using embed-
ded thermoelectric devices. This thesis develops a compact thermal model and simulation
framework. The framework is used to study the system level prospects of any system and
package with TEC assisted on-demand cooling considering thermal benefits, performance
implications, and energy overheads. The thesis also develops control methods to efficiently
control the TEC and implements the controllers in modern IC processes to assess their
performance and overheads. The controllers are simulated within an expanded electro-
thermal co-simulation environment as well as verified through experimental design in an
IBM 130nm CMOS process. Finally the thesis presents a method to increase the energy
efficiency of TEC assisted cooling by harvesting energy from the wasted heat from the chip
during thermally non-critical events. The proposed approach is experimentally character-




For the last 50 years, the semiconductor industry has been driven by Moore’s Law. This
simple economic law observed and predicted by Gordon Moore and following the guide-
lines first suggested by Bob Dennard in 1974 [2], has driven the semiconductor industry to
great lengths by doubling the number of transistors on a chip by a factor of 2 every 18-24
months. The reduction in chip area and increase in performance of transistors have led to
powerful microprocessors and smartphones that have completely revolutionized society as
it is today. More importantly because many more transistors could be packed into the same
area, the cost of each transistor has exponentially declined. The scaling however has not
been easy, and the industry has heavily relied on material innovation and the changing of
the transistor structure. The first major challenge faced was the scaling of the gate insula-
tor thickness, as once the gates got thinner, the probability of electrons tunneling directly
across began to increase. High-k dielectric materials were therefore introduced that pro-
vided the transistor to maintain the same electrostatic control with a much thicker insulator
that prevented the electrons from tunneling across. Another defining innovation that has
further extended transistor scaling was the introduction of the 3-D transistor or FinFET.
This extends the channel of the transistor into the 3rd dimension and allows for better con-
trollability. This has also allowed for lower supply voltages of operation and the reduction
of short channel effects. Today’s 14nm transistors that will go into the latest chips are truly
a remarkable piece of engineering.
Designers have also taken advantage of the large number of transistors as well as the
faster transistors introduced in every generation. Packing more devices into a chip and in-
creasing the frequency of operation has unfortunately led to a significant increase in power
consumption. As the power of the chips began to exceed the capability of cost-effective
1
cooling solutions, designers had to reduce the frequency of operation as well as the oper-
ating voltage of the chips. This led to performance reductions and a power wall due to the
inability to scale voltage down further. Despite the restrictions, the increased performance
requirements continued to push designers to design multi-core chips, effectively spreading
the area over which the work was done and reducing the power density. Clever techniques
like Intel’s Turbo-Boosting were introduced that exceeded the allowable power of the chip
for a short time in order to complete a task before the system reaches a thermal limit. As the
need for increased performance is steadily continuing, new methods of thermal manage-
ment are required. Recent advances in thin-film quantum dot thermoelectric materials have
improved the figure of merit of thermoelectric coolers (TEC), and experimental integration
within ICs have made them a strong candidate for thermal management. Thermoelectric
coolers are lightweight, have no moving parts, have high reliability, and can be integrated
directly onto a heat spreader, making them attractive candidates for both high-performance
and mobile devices. The proposed research aims to study the feasibility of using thermo-
electrics for thermal management and develop a design methodology that can successfully
reduce the thermal events experienced in microprocessors and mobile devices by using
embedded thermoelectric devices.
Chapter 2 provides a literature review of the existing thermal management technolo-
gies and architectural methods proposed to mititgate thermal issues of intergrated circuits.
The existing work in using TEC for thermal management are reviewed and the need for
additional research is highlighted.
Chapter 3 develops the simulation framework for thermal characterization. We first
develop a compact model of the TEC in SPICE and develop a 3D distributed RC grid to
include the full chip and package to allow for rapid simulation and prototyping. The TEC
model is fully validated to experimental measurements in the literature [3] as well and
FVM computational models, providing up to 4X speedup in simulation time at less than
5% error. The TEC is integrated into a package and simulated to understand the thermal
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performance characteristics. The package is simulated with the transient effects accounted
for and specific heat capacity for each material. The transient simulations of the TEC and
package show that TEC can significantly reduce transient fluctuations in chip temperature
and due to the proximity to the silicon layer can provide on-demand cooling. The TEC is
shown to provide up to 10◦C of instant cooling and can be used to extend high power events
and increase performance. Case studies are presented for both single core applications as
well as multi-core scenarios. In the single core space we show to use a TEC to minimize
the chip temperature during a known-length power event like turbo boosting, and discuss
the energy implications of the TEC. In the multi-core study we show how to use the TEC
to manage the temperature on chip for an infinitely long workload with core hopping. We
show that using the TEC can allow the chip to sustain up to 20% additional power without
reaching its thermal limit. The package and TEC model can be extended to any workload
and system and can be used to provide direct feedback to micro-architecture development.
Chapter 4 uses the modeling framework and builds on it to develop a general co-
simulation framework to simulate thermal and electrical characteristics simultaneously.
This allows for rapid design of control methods to activate/deactivate the TEC and pro-
vide on-demand cooling. We develop the controllers in a 130nm IBM process and simulate
them within the framework. The first control method is a threshold based controller (ThBC)
that tries to maintain the chip temperature near a reference level for as long as possible. The
second control method, MCBC, takes advantage of the initial cooling dip of a TEC upon
turn-on and minimizes the average temperature during a transient high power event. Both
control methods provide similar workload extension times of around 100ms. This allows
a core to complete a workload without the need for dynamic thermal management tech-
niques. Finally the control methods are integrated within a real processor core and verified
for functionality with the latest deep sub-micron technology and benchmarks.
Finally the thesis presents a fully on-chip autonomous energy management system in
chapter 5 to take advantage of the TEC by also using it in its reserve energy harvesting
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mode. This system relies on the fact that thermal events occur with low probability within
a system and the TEC is mostly idle. By taking advantage of idle power modes on chip
we can use the TEC in reverse to harvest energy, as a TEG. This allows us to improve
system efficiency by using the otherwise wasted heat energy. We develop a chip level
implementation of the system which is fabricated in a 130nm IBM CMOS process from
MOSIS. The system stores energy during thermally non-critical events and uses a boost
regulator to harvest the energy into a capacitor. During high power events we use the
stored energy to power the TEC current. Once depleted, we use the chip’s voltage supplies
to provide cooling energy. The test chip also verifies the TEC controls that were developed
in chapter 4. The chip can be programmed to change the TEC current level and allow it to




2.1 Power Dissipation Issues
The technology scaling of Moore’s Law has enabled designers to pack more and more
transistors in every new generation of a chip, pushing performance and enabling faster and
cheaper computing. Unfortunately due to increases in the operating frequency from the
faster transistor as well as larger active capacitances, packing more and more transistors
into a small area increases the power density of the chip [4]. An early method to keep the
power increases down was to reduce the supply voltage, however that traded off the max-
imum frequency (i.e performance) that the chip could operate at [5]. Despite this, supply
voltages have continued to be scaled down further, reaching a limit imposed by the thresh-
old voltage of the transistor [6]. In addition, with each generation, leakage currents [7]
have also began to contribute significant power dissipation resulting in up to 50% of the
chip power being dissipated as leakage. Despite the latest technology introduction of the
22nm FinFET [8], which reduces leakage by the introduction of a 3D gate with better short
channel effect controllability, leakage power in chips is still large. Today’s latest genera-
tion microprocessors [9] still have large leakage currents that increase the total chip power
dissipation and cause significant idle mode power dissipation. Higher temperatures gener-
ated by packing higher power transistors into a smaller area can lead to performance limits
imposed by the maximum temperature that the chip can sustain. In addition, localized high
heat fluxes within a chip result in localized high temperature regions or hotspots [10, 11].
2.2 Architectural Techniques for Power Reduction
In order to deal with increasing power and temperatures generated across chips, various
architectural methods have been developed. The most basic method, which is implemented
in nearly every microprocessor today, is fan speed control. As the temperature of the chip
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increases, the fan speed can be increased to provide higher convective cooling. The speed
can be changed during processor operation and allows for simple run-time control of the
temperature. However, some workloads can still generate significant power that causes
the temperature to increase beyond fan speed controllability. This temperature limit, or
thermal design power (TDP), can severely limit single threaded performance. Multi-core
processors were later introduced [12] in order to increase the performance of systems by
exploiting parallelism. An added benefit was the ability for improved thermal performance,
as workload could be shifted between processors by thread migration. Chaparro et.al [13]
have investigated thread migration in 16-core systems in order to balance the thermal per-
formance of the chip by migrating high power workloads between cores. Others have
explored optimization techniques for migration with thermal balancing policies and pre-
dictive workloads [14, 15]. Lastly Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DFVS) has been
proposed [16, 17] to better control temperature fluctuations by balancing performance and
the thermal response of the system.
2.3 Cooling Technologies
The architectural methods from the preceding section can only mitigate the thermal prob-
lem to a small degree, and in order to reduce the temperature of chips further, material
advances in cooling technologies are required. Various technologies have been explored
with their effects thoroughly studied. Dry phase change materials (PCM) have been ex-
plored [18], as a method of mitigating the temperature variations when embedded in a
cooling solution within a chip. Essentially the material is embedded in the package solu-
tion and when the chip heats it up to the phase change point, the material will remain at the
specific temperature until the duration of the phase change. Current materials have shown
experimental integration with heat sinks [19] (PCM above the heat sink) for use in thermal
management. Although the PCM is able to provide transient cooling at a certain tempera-
ture, the solution requires specific material engineering for the application so that the target
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temperatures can be set. In addition, since the phase changes happen on time scales on the
order of minutes, this cooling method is not very fast and cannot be controlled by the user.
Liquid cooling has also been explored. In traditional heat-sink based solutions, the liquid is
pumped around the heat sink taking away more heat than the air would be able to in itself.
This is a rather expensive solution that requires tubes and a liquid storage device, but it is
very effective at providing cooling to high performance systems. This is a limiting technol-
ogy for mobile devices, where liquids and pumping systems are difficult to embed. More
recently microfluidic liquid cooling solutions [20] have been integrated in 3D IC’s that have
shown tremendous heat removal capabilities even in the 3D stacking of 2 microprocessors.
This a rather expensive solution however, as added steps are needed in a process in order to
be able to drill the channels within the Si and metal layers, which can be prohibitively ex-
pensive. Recently, thermoelectrics have also been proposed for use in cooling of integrated
circuits [3, 21], specifically for hot-spot mitigation. Thermoelectric coolers (TEC) are 2
terminal devices that operate on the principle of the Peltier effect by dumping heat from
the hot side to the cold side when an electric current flows through the device. TECs are
lightweight, have no moving parts, have high reliability, and can be integrated directly onto
a heat spreader, making them attractive candidates for thermal management. The amount
of heat taken away is proportional to the difference in the temperature and current through
the TEC. The high figure of merit (ZT) of these thin film super-lattices and their high heat-
flux pumping capability make them very attractive material for use in electronic devices.
ZT is defined as a dimensionless unit that is used to compare thermoelectric materials.
ZT = S 2σT/κ, where S is the Seebeck coefficient, T is the absolute temperature, and σ and
κ are the electrical and thermal conductivities respectively. The higher the ZT the better the
material is said to be when used as a TEC. Experimentally, integration of TECs with the
thermal interface material (TIM) in a processor package has been demonstrated with total
hotspot cooling of up to 15◦C [21]. Further, as cooling is controlled by an electrical cur-
rent, the TEC provides the opportunity for on-demand run-time control of this additional
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cooling [3, 22].
2.4 TEC Modeling and System Level Analysis
The material innovation and modeling of super-lattice TECs has been the subject of much
recent research [21, 23]. The materials have been thoroughly investigated, focusing on im-
proving the figure of merit ZT and introducing new processing techniques of fabricating
TECs [22]. Compact modeling has also been presented in previous works. Detailed SPICE
models have been presented in [24, 25], but these models only model the thermoelectric
material and do not include the contact resistance effects and integration within a full pack-
age. In order to accurately model system performance the development of a 3-D distributed
element thermal system is required that takes into account the entire package solution as
well as the parasitic resistances that the TEC brings about. Limited full-chip analysis of
the integration of TECs in a system has been performed. Long et. al. have explored
algorithms for optimal placements of TECs in a chip to maximize the cooling efficiency
when they are active [26, 27, 28]. Their work develops a steady state model and integrates
it within a simulation environment using an Alpha 21364 microprocessor floorplan. The
floorplan is analyzed with power benchmarks and an optimal placement of TECs along
with pin assignments and TEC current levels are developed, showing an average of 8◦C of
hotspot temperature decrease. Although this algorithm does a great job at placing TECs
optimally, it fails to consider the transient analysis of TECs and chip temperature. In order
to fully model system level behavior, we require a transient model that takes capacitance
into account. Limited system level studies have been performed to study the applications
of TECs in the dynamic thermal management of microprocessors. Chaparro et. al. [29]
have performed system level trace driven architectural studies to understand thin-film TEC
integration within a microprocessor. They have simulated a package and TEC together
and have studied different control method. They perform trace tests in 3 different config-
urations, focusing on an extreme performance, ED2-oriented and a TDP-constrained case.
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They account for the total power dissipation and the overhead that the TEC introduces. The
extreme performance scenario shows the most promise in performance gains. Although this
paper does an excellent job at analyzing the TEC power overhead and execution time gains
in a real workload, it does not describe the TEC model in detail or consider the transient
behavior of the TEC.
2.5 Energy Efficient Autonomous Operation
A major concern for TEC based on-demand cooling is the need for additional energy. The
TEC assisted cooling is necessary only during the chip’s thermally critical high power
modes, and it is normally turned off during nominal power modes. The finite heat flux
generated during the nominal power modes is wasted as the heat energy is dumped in the
environment. It is intriguing to note that this heat flux flows through the TEM and can be
harvested to generate electrical energy by operating the TEM in the Seebeck mode (TE
generator). The switching of the TEM to the TEG mode allows a part of the otherwise
wasted heat energy to be reclaimed and stored. The stored energy can be used to provide
cooling during the intermittent high power modes. The concept of using a TEM to harvest
wasted heat energy has been proposed and studied in prior work [30]. The dynamic mode
switching of a TEM for energy harvesting and cooling has first been discussed by Yang et.
al in [31] and the performance benefits and implications have been discussed by Choday
et. al in [32]. A high-level control system and board level implementation for dynamic
mode switching of TEM is presented by Parthasarathy et. al [12]. However, a board-level
controller only shows the feasibility of dynamic mode switching, and does not provide a
fully integrated low-power solution. The fully integrated solution is necessary to reduce the
system volume. Moreover, for chip level embedded cooling the response time in the order





Localized high power dissipations (i.e. high heat fluxes) within a chip result in localized
high temperature regions or hotspots. The hotspot determines the maximum chip temper-
ature and can set the limit on the maximum allowable power, referred to as the thermal
design power (TDP), of a chip/package. In multi-core processors the temperature of the
hotspot is time-varying due to the time-varying nature of the heat fluxes. Each core can
potentially have a hotspot when running a high-power thread, and hence the location of the
hotspots at a given time-instant can change depending on the workload. For a given chip
and package, if additional localized cooling can be provided when hotspots appear, that can
reduce the maximum temperature and/or relax the constraint on total power limit or TDP.
This is referred to as on-demand cooling. The conventional cooling methods using a heat
sink and air flow aim to reduce average temperature of the chip and hence, are less efficient
in controlling hotspots. Reducing hotspot temperature with air cooling requires a very high
flow rate leading to high cooling power and reduced system efficiency. The feasibility of
on-demand cooling for hotspots using integrated super-lattice thin-film TECs and evaluate
its impact on system performance and the power limit is studied within this chapter. The
following chapter will discuss the modeling framework that was established to model the
Thermo-Electric Device and the full system. The main contribution is to develop a simu-
lation framework to allow for the device as well as system level modeling in a rapid and
efficient manner. Additionally, the simulation framework is able to simulate more rapidly
than the physics based simulator at only fractional error.
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3.2 TEC Compact Model and Validation
Figure 1 shows the geometry of the chip, package and integrated TEC. The chip and its
package are mounted on a PCB while the cooling system is placed on the back side of the
chip. The Thermal Interface Material (TIM) improves conduction from the Si backside to
the heat spreader. The TEC is embedded within the TIM and makes contact with the heat
spreader. The TIM can then be applied on both sides of the spreader and attaches to the
chip and heat sink.
3.2.1 Thermal Model for Chip and Package
Due to the well known analog relationship between thermal and electrical properties, we
can use circuit level models and SPICE to simulate thermal behavior[33] . More specifi-
cally resistors model material conductance, capacitors model specific heat, electrical cur-
rent density represents heat flux, and the voltage at a given node represents the absolute
temperature. Figure 2 shows the three-dimensional distributed RC-based thermal model
for the system described in Figure 1. The unit cell for each grid is also shown in Figure 2.
Figure 1: Schematic of a system with a chip, package, and integrated TEC. The TEC is
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Figure 2: Thermal model for the chip and package showing the unit RC cells, grid struc-
ture, and structure of the elements within the TEC location. The model captures both the
transient and steady-state system behavior.
The materials are assumed to be isotropic in all directions and the conduction resistances
can be calculated based on the grid size and thermal conductivity of the material as shown
in equation 1 where L is the thickness of the unit cell and A is the cross sectional area.
Capacitance can be calculated from the density of the material, ρ, and the specific heat (cp)



























Figure 3: The compact model of the TEC. This model captures both the transient and steady
state TEC behavior and considers both the Peltier Cooling mechanics as well as the Joule
heating that takes place within the device.
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3.2.2 Compact Thermal Model for TEC
With the basic grid for each material defined the only remaining element of our system
remaining was the TEC itself. The TEC operates on the basis of the Peltier effect by
dumping heat from the hot side to the cold side when a current flows through it. The
amount of heat taken away is proportional to the difference in the temperature as well as
the current through the TEC. At first glance one would think that by simply increasing the
current the TEC would provide large amounts of cooling. Unfortunately that is incorrect as
the phenomenon of Joule heating within the TEC brings about I2R heating that can actually
exceed the cooling of the Peltier effect. However, the Peltier effect occurs on shorter time
scales than it takes for the Joule heating. [34]
We develop the compact model shown in Figure 3 to capture the above effects. The
Peltier cooling of the TEC device was incorporated by adding heat (∝ SIThot) at the hot
side and subtracting heat (∝ SITcold) from the cold side of the superlattice, where Thot and
Tcold are the temperatures of the hot and cold sides, respectively. There are heat generation
(HG) sources that model I2R losses in the TEC as well as the Cu contacts. There are contact
resistances representing the parasitic resistances between the Cu and TEC superlattice. The
capacitor is lumped and placed in the middle of the TEC. The addition of the capacitor is an
improvement on previous works [26, 27, 29] as it allows for the modeling of the transient
behavior of the TEC. As illustrated by equation 1 this models the specific heat of the TEC,
which defines how much heat is needed to change the temperature.
3.2.3 Model Validation
A full chip with size 9mm X 9mm was created for further investigation. The chip con-
tained a single 3mm X 3mm TEC device in the middle and 3 layers: Si, TIM, and Heat
Spreader. The TEC was 100µm thick and had an 8µm thick super-lattice material sand-
wiched between two metallic layers of contacts. The TEC was made of 7x7 n-p couples
of p-type Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 and n-type Bi2Te3/Bi2Te2.83Se0.17. The electrical/thermal contact
resistances at the interface of the superlattice-metal layer (10−11Ωm2; 10−6m2K/W) and at
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Table 1: System Level Material Properties
3D Distributed RC System Size and Material Properties








Silicon Chip 500 µm 9mm X 9mm 140 1.65M
TIM 125 µm 9mm X 9mm 1.75 1.62M
TEC 100 µm 3mm X 3mm 1.2 0.12M
Heat Spreader 1000 µm 23mm X 23mm 400 3.42M
the interface of the TEC device heat spreader layer (10−10Ωm2; 8x10−6m2K/W) were taken
from [21]. The value of S was taken to be 300µV/K based on experimental measurements
in [21]. The heat sink was modeled using a constant convection of 13000 W/m2K and
hence an equivalent resistance to the ambient temperature. The input heat flux of the chip
was input with a current source at the bottom of the Si layer allowing for ease of chang-
ing the total power of the chip. Equations for efficiency of straight rectangular fins [35]
modeled the extra spreading that occurred near the edges where the heat spreader (23mm
X 23mm) extended over the chip.
We first validated the 1-D TEC model against a Finite Volume Element analysis using
FLUENT [36]. The FVM analysis in [36] has been validated against measured results [21].
The TIM, Si, and Heat Spreader were modeled using an equivalent convection resistance
and capacitance. Both transient and steady state validations were performed with a relative
error of about 2%. Figure 4a shows the transient results and the temperature profile as the
TEC is turned on from steady state. We observe that the SPICE and FLUENT curves track
very well with a slight underestimation of the temperature in the SPICE model. Figure
4b illustrates that the relative error is kept within 2%. After validating the TEC model, we
simulated the compact model for the integrated system considering chip, package, and inte-
grated TEC. We consider the transient temperature of silicon below the TEC for validation.
The results were verified with the FVM and the results matched fairly closely as shown in
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Figure 5.
3.3 TEC Assisted Cooling
We next analyze the impact of the TEC considering the integrated thermal system (i.e.
chip, TIM, heat spreader, heat sink, and TEC). At the system level we concentrate on both
steady state and transient power events. Our goal is to understand whether the TEC allows
a chip to sustain higher power for a longer time period given a constant temperature target.
We consider different cases of system operating conditions when the TEC can increase the
system performance and attempt to quantify the performance benefits gained.
3.3.1 Impact of TEC on Steady-State Power: ”DC Cooling”
We first study the feasibility of DC cooling. Figure 6 shows the steady-state silicon tem-
perature at the location beneath the TEC as the total chip power is increasing and the TEC
is always turned ON. For a target chip temperature, we observe that increasing the TEC
current initially allows more power to be dissipated in the chip. For instance, for a target
operating temperature of 60 ◦C, a 3A current through the TEC allows ≈12% additional chip














































Figure 4: Validation of the TEC model in isolation and with integrated chip/package model:
(a) TEC transient behavior solid curves represent FLUENT Finite Volume Analysis and
dashed curves are the SPICE model, (b) relative error versus time in the TEC compact
model.
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Figure 5: Accuracy of the transient behavior of in the integrated chip, package, and TEC
mode of the chip/package model.



























Figure 6: Steady State Temperature directly under the TEC.
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Figure 7: Power pulse applied to the chip modeling a heavy workload (a) the nature of the
power pulse and (b) the transient response of chip and package with a 1 second power pulse
applied.
power compared to having no current (I=0) in the TEC. The extra power can be exploited to
increase steady-state performance (e.g. higher clock frequency) for a given package. This
can significantly raise the TDP of the processor and allow a higher baseline performance.
Therefore if the overall system has the power budget, the TEC can always be operated with
the optimal current through the device. The designer needs to take note that further increase
in the TEC current introduces high Joule heating and the chip reaches a higher steady state
temperature for same power. As we can see, above 6A of current into the TEC, the Joule
heating is actually greater than the Peltier cooling and the chip actually has a worse base-
line temperature. The problem with ’́DC’́ cooling is that the TEC will always be dissipating
additional energy, which might decrease the overall system performance when the chip is
not operating under thermal stress or is in idle mode. This means that the TEC should be
used only when the chip is operating near the thermal limit.
3.3.2 Impact of the TEC on System Level Power/Performance: ”Transient Cooling”
As mentioned, from a system design perspective it does not make sense to have the TEC
turned on at all times. With this in mind, we next study the implications of TEC assisted
cooling when the chip receives a large power spike (Figure 7). It is important to note
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that even adding a TEC without any current flowing through it (i.e., I=0A) is beneficial
compared to the no TEC (package only in Figure 8) case, as the TECs copper contacts
provide better heat conduction than the TIM material (Fig 7b, simulations with HTC=2500
W/m2K) and allow for a lower base line temperature for a given chip power. With a finite
TEC current (I=3A), we can see an initial dip in the temperature when the TEC turns on.
After a time interval the temperature starts rising again and ultimately reaches a lower
steady state temperature compared to the I=0A case. The initial reduction in temperature is
due to the fact that the Peltier cooling starts operating immediately after the TEC is turned
on, while the response time for the Joule heating is marginally higher. When the Joule
heating becomes significant, the temperature starts rising at a faster rate. As the current is
increased further (3A to 6A) we see a greater initial cooling, but the rate of increase after
the initial dip is much higher and hence the temperature becomes higher than the 3A case.
The transient cooling obtained with the TEC can significantly reduce the rate of increase
of the chip temperature and hence, can sustain a power pulse for longer duration without
violating thermal constraints. For example, Figure 7b shows that a TEC current of 6A can
allow the system to remain under a target temperature of 75 ◦C for an extended time (∆t in
the order of 100ms) period compared to the no TEC case; 100’s of ms of time-extension is
quite significant at the processor time scales.
3.4 Principles of Transient Control
The previous section has briefly introduced the potential applications that TECs possess
in increasing the TDP of a package and delivering higher power dissipation in the pack-
age. The transient effects of the TEC were presented and their potential briefly introduced.
However, there are many challenges in efficient control of the TECs transient behavior, as
there is direct dependence with the workload from a processor as well the architectural
design of the chip. This introduced many cases that the TEC might be able to increase the
performance of a processor or workload. In this section we discuss the different challenges
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Figure 8: Transient Response and the concept of workload extension.
and principles for efficient control of TECs to exploit their potential in managing transient
temperature variations. Due to the enormous design space and architectural intricacies of
systems we focus our efforts on a set of specific cases. First we consider that the time
duration of a power pulse is known and our objective is to optimally choose a TEC current
level to minimize the temperature for that power pulse. This is a case that typically occurs
in a high performance processor in the so called Turbo-Boosting that Intel has developed.
[1] The main concept of turbo boosting is to take advantage of the transient behavior of the
microprocessor package, and allow the system to operate beyond the TDP limit for a short
period of time. This takes advantage of the thermal capacitance of the package and the
delayed RC response. The performance benefits are realized through dynamic frequency
and voltage scaling (DVFS) by increasing the frequency and voltage of the processor to
stay under thermal budget. Figure 9 shows this concept graphically. As we can see, when
the core temperature is low, the processor is put into a Turbo state, where it dissipates
about 20-30% higher power than the allowed TDP budget. The core temperature begins to
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increase but takes some time to actually reach the TDP limit, due to the thermal capaci-
tance of the package. Once the processor starts getting closer to the threshold, the power
is incrementally scaled back to its TDP limit and the processor is allowed to remain under
the TDP limit. This allows a performance gain while staying under the thermal budget. It
is also important to understand the performance gains that are associated with using turbo
boosting. Due to the complex architectural design, instruction set scheduling, and memory
hierarchies, scaling the frequency of a core will not result in a linear performance gain with
the frequency. Extensive work has been done in the architectural community to assess the
performance gains of the turbo boost feature. Charles et.al. [37] have through an exten-
sive analysis characterized the turbo-boost behavior in various workloads. In a single core
workload, they show that on average, CPU intensive workloads achieve a speed up of about
Figure 9: Transient behavior of the Intel Turbo-Boost technology. If the system is at low
temperature, the TDP can be exceeded to achieve a very high performance and take advan-
tage of the thermal time constant of the package. Once the temperature reaches the TDP
limit, the processor is put back into the nominal DVFS setting. Adapted from [1]
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6.11%. This gain decreases to 5.15% in moderate memory-intensive loads and further re-
duces to 2.93% in highly memory intensive workloads. These results are achieved from a
16% increase in total system energy dissipation. These results serve as a proxy for us to
assess the performance gain benefits of the TEC.
3.4.1 Single-Core Turbo Boosting
In this section we evaluate the performance level benefit of using the TEC in a package
and its effect on the turbo boosting time. We first study the scenario that the processor
needs to be in the turbo boost mode in a high-power mode for a target time-period. Our
objective is to minimize the temperature during that period. The TEC controller here turns
the TEC on when the power pulse arrives and turns it off after the power pulse disappears.
From an architectural perspective, this implies that once the workload is scheduled to a
core and there is knowledge of a high power event, the TEC is also turned on. When
the power pulse is over (the workload has completed), the TEC is turned off to minimize
Joule heating and power dissipation in the TEC. The goal here is to achieve minimum
temperature at the end of a power pulse. For our experiments we varied the pulse width
from 100ms to 900ms. We noted the temperature difference at the end of the pulse between
the no current in the TEC case (I=0, baseline) and different values of TEC current up to
15A. The highest temperature difference value was taken to be the optimum TEC current
for the given target pulse width. Figure 10b shows the required optimal TEC current to
achieve the minimum temperature at the end of the pulse width and Figure 10c shows that
maximum achievable cooling (compared to the I=0) case. We observe that as the pulse
width increases the optimum level of current also decreases. This is because the higher
currents through the TEC cannot sustain their initial cooling levels for long periods of
time. This is because the Peltier effect provides initial cooling rather quickly, but the Joule
heating within the TEC eventually begins to reduce these cooling effects. Note that with the
increasing pulse width, the optimal current approaches the steady state optimum condition
(i.e. I=3A as shown in Figure 6). We further note that the maximum achievable cooling
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Figure 10: Principles for TEC control for high power pulses of known width: (a) transient
response of chip and package with a 100ms pulse applied to the chip showing the need for
turning off the TEC with the power pulse (Joule heating), (b) optimum current for minimum
temperature (i.e maximum cooling compared to no TEC current case) at the end of a pulse,
and (c) maximum cooling at the end of the pulse (i.e. ∆T with respect to no TEC current)
with varying pulse width.
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Figure 11: The TEC energy dissipation considering the current flowing through the TEC
and contact resistances. The blue curve corresponds to the actual TEC energy (left axis)
while the green line corresponds to the percentage of the TEC energy to chip energy dissi-
pation for that pulse duration
also reduces at higher pulse width. Figure 11 shows the TEC energy dissipated (due to the
TEC current flowing through the finite resistance of the TECs and the electrical contacts)
at different pulse width using the optimal TEC current. We observe that the additional
TEC energy dissipation is within 10% of the energy dissipated by the power pulse (40W
pulse) within the pulse duration interval. Therefore, we conclude that with the optimal
level of TEC current it is possible to minimize the chip temperature for different durations
of power pulses. This allows for a look-up table (LUT) based solution where the optimal
TEC current to be pulsed is determined based on the workload to be scheduled, and the
solution can be implemented directly at the architecture level.
3.4.2 Multi-Core Turbo Boosting
Modern high performance microprocessors have multiple cores and the number of cores
continue to increase within new generations. This creates additional challenges in manag-














Figure 12: The multi-core simualtion framework. A 9mmX9mm chip is used with two
3mmX3mm cores placed centrally. Each of the cores has a TEC completely covering it.
will show how TECs can help mitigate multi-core thermal challenges and attempt to quan-
tify performance gains in a multi-core scenario. The first step in modeling a multi-core
is to create a simulation framework. Figure 12 shows the chip level distributed 3D RC
grid. We have a 9mm X 9mm full chip with the same heat spreader previously used and
we place 2 3mm X 3mm cores centrally. Each core is also covered fully by the 3mm X
3mm TEC used thus far. This models a high performance 2 core system. The first step
in the analysis is to quantify the thermal challenges that arise from having multiple cores
on chip. For this simulation, we assume that the chip is operating with 10W of total back-
ground leakage power, and apply a maximum load to each core of 15W. This power value
is roughly the power that a single core dissipates in the latest 4th generation Haswell line
of processors from Intel. Because the cores are in close proximity and the Silicon layer
has very high thermal conductivity, the cores will not only heat their local area, but a core
executing a high power workload will heat up a neighboring core, thereby increasing its
temperature. We can see this effect in figure 13. We show the power profile that is applied
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at each core and the resulting transient temperature. We turn on core 1 to full power and
observe the transient As we can see initially the first core is turned on and starts to heat up,
while also heating up the second core which is curently sitting idle. After some time, the
cores reach their steady state value, and both temperatures are below the required junction
temperature limit, typically around 100 − 110 ◦C. After the second core is turned on, we
observe a similar case and the second core starts to heat up the first core. Both tempera-
tures eventually reach a steady state which is near the junction limit. This means that in a
dual core scenario, both cores will not be able to be operated with a turbo-boost feature,
as they would exceed the junction temperature limit. This can be a severe performance
limiter. In order to combat the thermal limits in a multi-core environment, computer ar-
chitects have began to use dynamic thermal management technique called core hopping.
This means that anytime there is an idle core not being used, and the current core where
the workload is being executed is nearing it’s thermal limit, the workload can be directly
mapped to the idle low temperature core. This will allow the current core to cool down,
and balance the average temperature across the chip. This in effect is a way of balancing
the power on the chip. Of course it is clear that this technique will have overhead that
needs to be accounted for. In order to migrate a thread to a different core the data needs to
be transferred and the registers need to be properly written, the shared caches need to be
updated and trained, and the branch predictors need to be trained [38]. If the second core
is ”cold” and there are many branch mis-predictions and cache misses, the overhead can
also significantly increase. Donald et.al. [39] modeled core migrations in a modern 4-core
3.6GHz 90nm design and have used a migration time of 100µs. This is not very significant
at thermal scales and for added worst-case scenario, our simulations will assume a 1ms
core migration time. This allows for any additional overheads that might be associated
with the temperature sensing on-chip and additional hardware controllers. To assess the
TEC effectiveness in a multi-core scenario, we revert back to the simulation framework in
figure 12 and incorporate the architectural considerations. We assume a workload of very
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Figure 13: The multi-core transient simulation. Each core has 15W of power applied. We
observe that when only core1 is on it’s temperature rises to about 100 ◦C while core 2 heats
up about 20 ◦C. When both cores are on, their temperature reaches 120 ◦C and exceeds the
thermal limit.
long length, which models a heavy computational workload such a scientific computing.
The goal is to complete the workload with the highest performance, thereby the core needs
to be operating a the maximum frequency and voltage and hence maximum power. As we
saw previously, with both cores running at 15W of power, the temperature is exceeded and
this causes a thermal violation. We therefore need to balance the thermals as previously
discussed by migrating between the cores. Figure 14 shows the power profile at each core.
The TEC is also pulsed with the same current profile, in order to provide cooling to the
core that is executing the workload. We use a fixed current through the TEC. In order to
















Figure 14: The multi-core transient power profile. Each core has maximum power pulsed,
after which the power is switched to the other core. Each TEC is also turned on in the same
fashion with a fixed current.
the temperature below the thermal limit. Figure 15 shows the transient simulation result of
the multi-core scenario with PMAX = 15W and tpulse = 200ms. As we can see by switching
the workload from core to core, we never let the core reach it’s steady state temperature
limit and instead manage the temperature within bounds at both cores. In this case the max-
imum temperature that each core reaches is 82 ◦C, while without migration the single core
reached 100 ◦C. Since the thread migration of 1ms is only a 0.5% overhead this presents a
very low overhead to reduce the temperature significantly.
The next interesting aspect to consider is how the pulse length and more importantly
TEC current can lead to a reduction in the chip temperature. In order to be consistent across
simulations, we define Tmax as the maximum temperature that each core reaches, and due
to the symmetry of operation each core reaches the same maximum temperature. We study
the effect of the power pulse height, length and the TEC current on Tmax. Figure 16 shows
the effect of varying all the aforementioned effects. We observe that without a TEC in the
system, the cores are operating very close to the junction temperature limit and require the
power pulse width to be very small. When we insert a TEC into the system we see an
average temperature reduction of about 15 ◦C as compared to the package only case. We
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also observe that the TEC current has a significant impact on the maximum temperature
of the cores. As we can see in the figure, increasing the TEC current from 1A to 4A has
a net benefit as it reduces the temperature across all power pulses. Increasing the current
beyond 6A actually begins to increase Tmax when compared to the 4A case. This is due to
the Joule heating effects of the TEC as after a very long time of pulsing the TEC current
this has reached semi-steady state. This effect can be observed by looking back at figure 8,
where the cooling level of the initial TEC pulses provide a more pronounced cooling than
the later ones. Since the workload is of very long length, we can neglect the initial transient


























Figure 15: The multi-core transient temperature response. Each core has maximum power
pulsed, after which the power is switched to the other core. The temperature at each core
varies by about 15 ◦C and the each core reaches the same maximum temperature. By
switching the power between cores, we also prevent each core from reaching its higher
steady state temperature.
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Figure 16: The multi-core framework with 15W applied at the cores. The effect of the TEC
current level on the overall maximum temperature TMAX is shown.
and focus on the temperature profile beyond 4s. We can define an optimum current for a
given power across the cores that will lead to the minimum temperature of each core. In
this package with the TEC size and characteristics, the optimum TEC current IOPT = 4.5A.
Similarly, for any package and expected power patterns a system designer could use this
framework to find an optimum TEC current.
It is clear that using the TEC in the system allows the silicon to have higher power
dissipation and hence higher performance. Figure 17 shows the effect of core power on
Tmax. We have used the optimum TEC current level for these simulations. We can see that
by using the TEC in the system we can allow each core to achieve higher power and increase
the performance while staying under the thermal limit. Additionally, a core can gain an
additional performance boost by reducing tpulse to its optimal point. Take for example the
case of PMAX = 17.1W, where with a long pulse width of 0.5s, we can keep the temperature
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Figure 17: The effect of increasing the power at each core. We see that the TEC allows us to
dissipate higher power in each core, while staying below the temperature limit. Additionaly
we can sustain an even higher performance by operating the cores at the optimim tpulse as
there is further reduction in temperature.
of the chip right below 95 ◦C, but decreasing the pulse width to 20ms can yield an additional
decrease in the chip temperature by 3 ◦C. This means that if we used the optimum pulse
width we could sustain an even higher power chip power, thereby increasing performance.
The trade-off here is that the overhead of the migration time will be greater as we are incur
a 1ms penalty with every migration. If the workload is hopping from core to core every
20ms, this is a 5% overhead. Since the overall performance gain is strongly dependent on
the chip architecture, we cannot choose the most optimal design point. Rather by using this
framework, an architect can study the TEC effects on a particular microarchitecture and
choose an optimum design point.
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have fully presented a modeling framework for the evaluation of a TEC.
We have studied the prospect of on-demand cooling with super-lattice thin-film TECs in-
tegrated in a chip and package. We have developed compact models of TECs and inte-
grated that in a full-chip 3D thermal RC model. The integrated structure is used to perform
steady-state and transient thermal simulations considering time-varying power pulses. We
have observed that using a TEC for steady-state cooling has marginal impact, while tran-
sient cooling allows a processor to sustain a high power pulse for a longer period of time
without violation of the thermal threshold. This can significantly reduce the thermal events
in processors and help improve thermally limited system performance. We have presented
a methodology to evaluate how a TEC embedded in a system can help alleviate thermal
challenges. In the single-core scenario, we present a methodology to evaluate the optimum
current for a single known length power event. This is an event that is coupled with the
architecture of the system. We showed that for an event of any length, the TEC provides
a net reduction in temperature and allows for higher power dissipation. In the multi-core
scenario, we showed that using a TEC in the system can not only help sustain a higher
power in each core, but that many trade-offs exists in the allocation of the power to allow
for minimum temperature at each core.
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CHAPTER 4
ON-DEMAND TEC ASSISTED COOLING AND CONTROLLER
DESIGN
4.1 Introduction
In this section we present the principles for efficient control of TECs to exploit their poten-
tial in managing transient temperature. This is a control problem of reducing the thermal
events (i.e. sustain a power pulse for a longer period of time) before the chip temperature
crosses a threshold and the need to invoke Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM) arises.
The control principles here are based on sensing the temperature to activate or deactivate
the TECs. We restrict the study to binary control i.e. TEC is either off or on with a fixed
current. Note that turning the TEC off helps reduce the energy dissipated in the TEC. We
consider that the fast sampling rate and high resolution of the sensors offer the possibil-
ity of very fine control of the activation and deactivation of the TECs. This is justified as
advanced on-chip temperature sensors have sub-millisecond sampling time and less than
0.5◦C resolution [40, 41]. We first consider a Threshold Based Controller (ThBC) where
sensed temperature is compared against a threshold. The TEC is turned on when the tem-
perature crosses a certain threshold and it is turned off when temperature is less than the
threshold. The controller keeps the temperature near the threshold for a significant pe-
riod of time and delays the occurrence of the thermal event. However, the TEC suffers
from continuous on/off transitions (limited by the sampling frequency of the sensor) that
could lead to degraded TEC reliability. We explore an alternative approach, referred to as
the Maximum Cooling Based Controller (MCBC), to minimize the number of transitions.
Here we turn the TEC on beyond a threshold temperature but allow the temperature to
reach its minimum value before turning the TEC off. This helps exploit the initial high
transient cooling offered by the TECs. The Joule heating starts causing additional heating
past the minimum point and turning the TEC off is more efficient. The control principle
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Figure 18: Co-Simulation Framework with integrated CMOS controller.
is to turn the TEC on when the threshold temperature is reached, turn it off after the min-
ima is reached, and turn in back on when temperature crosses the threshold again. The
circuit level designs and simulations of the ThBC and MCBC controllers are performed
in 130nm CMOS technology. After verifying the controllers electrical characteristics in
isolation, they are integrated with the distributed RC based full package thermal models to
perform electro-thermal co-simulation. Figure 18 describes the co-simulation framework.
The electro-thermal co-simulation helps accurately characterize the effect of the ThBC and
MCBC based TEC control on transient temperature considering the electrical response time
of the sensors and controllers as well as energy overhead of the controllers. The designs of
the controllers are addressed in detail in following sections. A power pulse with 10W base-
line power and a high power of 42.4W was applied (see Figure 7a). The high power pulse
was applied at 100ms and remained on until the end of the simulation. The total heat flux
of the power pulse was 52.35W/cm2. The heat transfer coefficient (HTC) used to model the
system was set to 625W/m2K, representing the low end of the cooling capabilities provided
by commercial heat sink solutions.
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(a) (b)
Figure 19: Temperature Sensor Circuit: (a) schematic and (b) output characteristic and
polynomial fit.
4.2 Temperature Sensor Design and TEC Electrical Model
A temperature sensor was implemented with a constant current source going into a diode
connected BJT and generating a known voltage at a given temperature (Figure 5a). Because
the voltage measured across the diode only varies by about 1-2mV/K and we are only
interested in a small range of temperatures for controlling the TEC, we have added an
amplifier to the output of the diode. This amplifier provides rail to rail output voltage
within the high gain region falling between 60 ◦C and 100 ◦C. This will ensure that the
sensor output will be close to ground when the chip is running in a low power state and
close to VDD at very high chip temperatures. The output characteristic of the temperature
sensor is shown in Figure . As we can see the sensors high gain region is located between
60−100 ◦C. We fitted a 4th order polynomial to the sensor output so that the temperature to
voltage conversion could be done within our electro-thermal co-simulation environment (in
the co-simulation environment the temperature is represented by the voltage at the nodes
of the distributed RC grid). The polynomial fit is also shown in figure . The voltage of the
Silicon layer from the RC thermal grid is an input for the polynomial source, which in turn
converts the voltage between 0 and 1.2V to provide input to the controllers.
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Figure 20: Threshold Based Controller (ThBC) circuit schematic.
4.3 TEC Controller Design
4.3.1 Threshold Based Controller (ThBC)
Figure 20 shows a top level schematic of the ThBC. The temperature to voltage converter
is a polynomial fit of a simple BJT based temperature sensor, and it converts the chip
temperature to voltage. This voltage is compared to a reference representing a predefined
control temperature using a comparator. The current through the TEC will be set by the
TEC supply voltage.
The ThBC was integrated with the full package thermal model in order to run full sys-
tem simulations. The current through the power FET is fed as an input to the thermal
TEC compact model and the TEC is turned on when the comparator output is a logic high.
As figure 21 shows, we can see regulation of the silicon temperature (simulations with
HTC=625 W/m2K). Once the temperature exceeds the predefined threshold, the TEC turns
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Figure 21: Threshold Based Controller (ThBC) simulation results.
on and immediately starts to decrease the temperature. Once the temperature falls below
the threshold, the TEC turns off and the silicon temperature starts increasing again. When
the generated heat is high enough that that the TEC cannot reduce the silicon temperature,
the TEC remains on but the temperature also continues to increase. Figure 21 shows the
temperature response of the integrated system. It can be observed that at low TEC cur-
rents, the power pulse can be sustained for shorter times. Increasing the current initially
helps to increase the time-duration as shown. However, at higher current the Joule heating
contribution is also higher. As we can see the rate of increase due to Joule heating at 12A
is much greater than the rate at 8A. Consequently, increasing the current beyond a certain
point actually reduces the overall extension period. Therefore, a careful choice of the TEC
current is required to maximize the extension time. Note that once the temperature exceeds
the threshold of the microprocessor, the DTM or throttling mechanism will be invoked to






































Figure 22: MCBC top level architecture.
4.3.2 Maximum Cooling Based Controller (MCBC)
Figure 22 shows a top level schematic of the MCBC. The controller is based on a sample
and hold (S/H) architecture with two S/H circuits sampling the temperature sensor. The
S/H circuits are designed using transmission gate switches that are sampling the input to
a 100fF capacitor. At each time instant t, the output of the first S/H circuit is the positive
input of a clocked comparator. A time shifted value (t+∆) of the temperature sensor [with
programmable delay (∆)] is sampled by a second S/H circuit and the output is sent to the
negative terminal of the comparator. Given this, the comparator should output a digital 1 if
the more recent temperature T(t) is lower than the previously sampled T(t- ∆). This means
that the TEC will remain on if the temperature is strictly decreasing. Once T(t) exceeds
T(t-∆) the comparator will switch and output a digital 0 turning the TEC off. Since we do
not want the controller to turn on the TEC when the chip temperature is decreasing (during
a low power event where cooling is not required), we would like the McBC to turn the TEC
on only beyond a certain temperature. We have therefore added a threshold temperature
detector that will only turn the TEC on once the temperature reaches a specified threshold
using a positive edge detector circuit. Figure 23a shows a flow-diagram to explain the
operating principle of the MCBC. This process will continue until the TEC cannot provide
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any more cooling and the processor will have to be throttled by DTM techniques. We
integrated the MCBC controller within our thermal package and simulated the response
using the power pulse used in the ThBC simulations. As Figure 23b shows the temperature
starts to increase initially until the threshold temperature is reached and the TEC turns
on (simulations with HTC=625 W/m2K). The TEC immediately begins cooling and the
differential controller continues to keep the TEC turned on as the temperature is decreasing.
Once the temperature reaches the minimum point the differential controller is turned off and
resets the controller to monitor the temperature until it again reaches the threshold. The
TEC again turns on and the differential control takes over until the temperature is strictly
decreasing. As expected the cooling of successive dips becomes lower as the Peltier cooling
of the TEC is reduced due to the Joule heating. Eventually the TEC cannot provide cooling
when turned on at the threshold temperature, leaving the chip temperature to continue to
increase until a given DTM technique is invoked to minimize the power dissipation. It
can be observed that the higher levels of current provide more initial cooling but the larger
Joule heating causes the cooling dips to have shorter duration. It can be observed that
McBC reduces the number of on/off transitions of the TEC. If the temperature of the chip
goes below the specified threshold the TEC will always turn off (irrespective of whether
a local minimum has been reached) using a lower-bound comparator shown in Figure 22.
This helps to prevent unnecessary energy dissipation in the TEC in the case that a high
power pulse, that turned on the TEC and triggered the differential controller, disappears
within a relatively short time-interval allowing the chip to cool naturally. The temperature
response of the system for such a test case (i.e. a short duration high power event that
triggers the hysteretic control) is presented in Figure 24. The test case considers a high
power event until 45ms when the chip power goes to 0. As we can see the chip temperature
is increasing and the McBC controller turns the TEC on. Shortly after the power goes to
0 and the temperature reduces due to natural cooling. The lower-bound threshold for the











Figure 23: Maximum Cooling Based Controller: a) State Transition Diagram and b) simu-
lation results.
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1 35.6 1 82.57 3.98 1.76
2 45.2 7 82.24 19.57 8.66
3 52.2 15 82.04 48.41 21.42
4 56.2 21 81.90 88.23 39.04
5 57.5 25 81.80 134.75 59.62
6 56.4 29 81.74 180.62 79.92
7 53.5 30 81.67 223.14 98.735
8 49.4 30 81.63 252.4 111.68
12 31 24 81.43 253.84 112.32
about 55ms. The temperature has a slight increase around this point as the Peltier current
source has been turned off and the heat cannot flow through the TEC increasing the Silicon
temperature. Beyond 70ms the temperature begins to decrease and eventually settles to a
low steady state value. Once the TEC has exhausted its cooling ability and the temperature
system invokes the DTM, the TEC should be turned off to save energy and allow the system
to cool naturally under DTM. This can be accomplished using an additional comparator in
both the ThBC and MCBC.
4.4 Controller Comparison
The overall characteristics of the two controllers are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 . The
simulation results show that with the proper choice of TEC current, both the controllers
can achieve ≈50-60ms of time extension which is quite significant at the microprocessor
time scale. This time can be used to finish a workload without throttling and/or allocation
to a different core in the chip. As explained earlier, increasing the TEC current initially
increases the time extension due to more efficient transient cooling, but beyond a certain
point, due to Joule Heating, the extension reduces. We further observe that the ThBC
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I=4A: Low Power Event
(c)
Figure 24: McBC with low power event: (a) the applied power pattern, (b) the observed
temperature pattern, and (c) zoomed in view near 100ms to show the TEC operation. The
power turns off at 45ms and the TEC shortly after at ≈5ms.
provides slightly longer extension times; about 1ms greater on average for a given TEC
current. The trade-off is that the MCBC provides a lower number of transitions, 3-7 com-
pared to the ThBC, which has about 7-30 transitions. The reduced number of transitions
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1 35.6 1 82.57 3.96 1.755
2 45.2 3 82.24 19.57 8.66
3 52.1 5 81.96 49.22 21.78
4 55.9 5 81.72 92.21 40.08
5 56.7 5 81.51 145.21 64.25
6 55.1 7 81.41 199.33 88.2
7 51.6 7 81.32 252.49 111.72
8 46.9 7 81.30 296.51 131.2
12 25.9 5 81.24 361.24 159.84
can improve the reliability of the TEC, as fewer transitions could extend the TEC lifetime
[42]. The MCBC also results in a lower average temperature during the power pulse, about
0.3 ◦C on average when compared at same current levels. This reduction in temperature
can reduce the overall leakage power on the chip.
Next we characterize the energy overhead of each controller. To accurately estimate
the overhead, a piece-wise linear curve of the temperature profile of the chip as shown in
figures 21 and 23b are applied to the appropriate controller. The energy overheads originate
from three main sources: (a) the operating power of the controller including the switching
energy dissipation while driving the gate capacitance of the power FET; (b) the power loss
in the TEC (I2RTEC); and (c) the loss due to the finite on resistance of the power FET during
on period (I2RON).
The varying levels of switching activity within the controller circuits do not contribute
much to the energy dissipated in the controller as most of the energy is in the analog blocks
biasing currents. Since the MCBC has more analog control blocks (mainly the compara-
tors), the biasing (static) energy is higher for the MCBC. A higher number of transitions in
the TEC tend to add additional switching energy due to the gate capacitance of the power
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FET and the output capacitance at the intermediate node between TEC and FET, but the
switching energy has negligible contributions to the overall controller energy in both the
ThBC and MCBC. However, as shown in Table 4 , the controllers energy is almost in-
significant when compared to the TEC energy. The power dissipation of the TEC increases
significantly with increasing levels of TEC current. This suggests the choice of the TEC
current is a trade-off between the time extension and energy overhead associated with cool-
ing. The analysis of the energy overhead as a function of the control principle and TEC
current is an interesting problem. The maximum energy overhead of the TEC occurs when
the TEC is always on and continuously consumes current. The ”ON” power of the TEC is
defined as:
PT EC = I2T EC(RT EC + RFET ) (2)





and is summarized in Table 5. The equivalent resistance of the TEC is approximately
113mΩ and includes the resistance of the contacts as well as the super-lattice material.
The power FET was designed for approximately 50mΩ ON resistance in a 130nm CMOS
process and had an area of 600µmX600µm in layout, about 5% of the total TEC area. For
example, the peak chip power dissipation in this analysis was 42.4W, for 4A current the
maximum energy (or power) overhead of the TEC will therefore be 6.2%. A more accurate













analysis of the energy overhead needs to consider the fact that the TEC may not be always
”ON” and it goes through ”ON” and ”OFF” cycles depending on the control principle.
Assume a power pulse of duration T which results in a total chip energy
ECHIP = PCHIPT (4)
The energy consumed by the TEC for the same time duration of T is given by
ET EC = E∆t + I2T EC(RT EC + RFET )(T − ∆t) (5)
where, E∆t is the energy dissipated during the extension time of ∆t. The second component
of the preceding equation defines the energy dissipation of the ”ON” TEC beyond the





Table 5 summarizes the analysis of the overhead considering a 100ms power pulse. The
TEC current and the control principles impact both ∆t and E∆t (as illustrated in Tables 2
and 3) and hence, modulate the energy overhead. First, the extension time ∆t depends on
the current and control principles; and second the energy dissipation during the extension
time E∆t depends on how long the TEC (and FET) remains ”ON” in this period which
in turn depends on the TEC current and the control principle. As explained earlier, ∆t
initially increases with TEC current but start to reduce beyond a certain point. However,
due to the quadratic relation between the TEC/FET energy and the current through the
TEC, we observe that the overall energy overhead is always increasing with increasing
TEC current (Table 5). During the extension period, the MCBC keeps the TEC on for
longer a period of time and hence, results in higher energy dissipation in the TEC and
FET compared to the ThBC (Table 5). Further, the MCBC also has a marginally lower
extension time compared to ThBC. Therefore, we observe that for a given TEC current,
the MCBC consumes marginally more energy than the ThBC even with less number of
transitions. Figure 25 graphically summarizes the trade-off associated with the choice of the
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Power Pulse of 42.4W
(OVMAX)
ThBC MCBC
1 0.4% 0.4% 0.4%
2 1.5% 1.5% 1.5%
3 3.5% 3.3% 3.3%
4 6.2% 5.7% 5.8%
5 9.6% 8.7% 9.1%
6 13.8% 12.2% 13.0%
7 18.8% 16.4% 17.7%
8 24.6% 21.0% 23.2%
12 55.4% 46.8% 53.3%
TEC current for the time-extension and the energy overhead for both the control principles.
As observed in the figure, both the control principles have a similar trade-off between the
TEC current and time-extension. The choice between the two control principles depends
on the marginally higher extension time and lower overhead for ThBC versus the reduced
number of transition and marginally lower average temperature in MCBC.
4.5 Effects of Parasitics on Controller Design
As observed each controller generates a digital control signal that has to drive a power FET
which modulates the current within the TEC. The control signal turns the power FET switch
ON and OFF and allows the current to flow into the device. The current level is modulated
from an external supply voltage which can also be digitally controlled from inside the chip.
Since the controller has to drive an external TEC it is very important to consider package
and board parasitics when evaluating the performance of the controller. The parasitics can
severely impact the cooling performance of the TEC, as they can reduce the current through
the TEC as well as increase the response time. It is critical for a designer to account for
these parasitics and design a proper current drive solution to mitigate the performance
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Figure 25: The trade-off analysis for the proposed control methods: (a) ThBC and (b)
MCBC.
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degradation. In order to assess the effect of the parasitics on the cooling solution we focus
on 2 specific cases: 1) TEC control with power FET on chip, and 2) off-chip power device.
























Figure 26: Schematic of the on-chip controller and power FET solution. The bondwire and
board level parasitics are included to study the performance degradation.
4.5.1 On-Chip Power FET
Figure 26 shows the on-chip controller framework with a generic control signal driving
an on-chip power FET. The CTRL signal is generated from a control principle that senses
the temperature of the silicon and makes a decision whether to turn the TEC ON or OFF
such as the previously discussed ThBC and MCBC. We drive the gate of the power FET
and turn the MOSFET on and off. The source and drain of the transistor are connected to
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chip pads. These pads have a capacitance CPAD that is on the order of 10 pF for modern
packages. The pads are then connected out from the chip using bondwires to the board
level. The bondwires have inductance in the order of 1-10 nH and resistance on the order
of 200mΩ. We model these as LPAR and RPAR. Note that the resistance includes the effects
of the bondwire and the board trace resistance. An external voltage supply supplies the
TEC current with the power FET turning the TEC ON and OFF. We can clearly see that the
current that flows through the TEC will be determined by the total series resistance seen
IT EC =
VS UPPLY
RT EC + 2RPAR + RFET
(7)
and each bondwire will severely limit the total current. In addition the FET has a maximum
voltage that can be applied to its gate and drain before the gate oxide breaks down. In the
IBM 130nm technology the regular nfet has a maximum gate to source breakdown voltage
of 1.4V. This means that for a TEC device with ∆T = 10◦C, (typical operating condition
of our device) we will have a voltage of around 300mV across the TEC. This means that
when the FET on chip has the gate grounded, the drain will have the sum of the supply
voltage and the TEC voltage across it. This means that VSUPPLY can only go up to 900mV.
We have left some margin due to noise that can occur during fast switching of the transistor.
In addition, we do not want to put a very large transistor on chip to avoid area overheads.
We have limited the size of our transistor to 0.1mm2 which accounts for about a 1% area
overhead for a 3mmX3mm TEC.
Figure 27 shows the simulation results current through the TEC vor varying VSUPPLY.
We have used transistors of layout area 10000µm2, 40000µm2, and 80000µm2, which is
roughly an overhead of 0.1%, 0.4% and 0.8% of the TEC area. We use values for the
parasitics as follows: CPAD=10pF, RPAR=250mΩ, LPAR=5nH. These values are consistent
with the packages used by MOSIS with a typical 1mil bondwire. The results show that
increasing the size of the FET has marginal improvement on the maximum current due
to the decreased ON resistance. However the current is mostly limited by the maximum
value of the supply voltage and parasitics resistance. We conclude that with the regular nfet
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device, the maximum current is 1.83A. Based on the results of the ThBC and MCBC, this
can severely limit the cooling that the TEC can provide, as those controllers had optimum
current between 4 and 6A. Our transient simulation with the largest transisor shows that
the TEC current turns on 203ns after the control signal is asserted, which includes the
capacitance of the MOS gate and pad. This is fast enough to respond to the proposed ThBC
and MCBC controllers. Additionally there was no overshoot due the parasitics inductance
with this rise time.



















TEC Current for 1.2V nfet on−chip power FET
 
 
Total NMOS Area=10000 µm
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Total NMOS Area=40000 µm
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Figure 27: Simulation results showing the effect of the parasitics on the maximum current
using a nominal nfet device. The extra resistance can severely limit the maximum current
that can be sourced and even with the largest transistor, we can only source 1.83A.
In order to increase the maximum current we need to use the higher voltage FETs
typically provided in modern processes. In the IBM 130nm process we have the nfet33
which is a high voltage device that operates with supply voltages up to 3.3V. This means
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that the device can sustain higher gate to source voltages before oxide breakdown. This
means that the maximum that VSUPPLY can reach without causing oxide breakdown is 2.9V.
The drawback is that the transistor has larger ON resistance for the same size as compared
to the normal nfet device. Figure 28 shows the simulation results using the on-chip high
voltage device. We use the same parasitics as in the nfet simulation. The maximum current
that can be applied to the TEC is now 4.58A. This is closer to the optimum level for the
ThBC and MCBC, but is still limited. Our transient simulation shows that the current turns
on 55ns after the control signal is asserted, which includes the capacitance of the MOS gate
and pad. Again this rise time is fast enough, as both our ThBC and MCBC only require
sub 1ms turn-on times. Like the 1.2V device, the parasitic inductance did not cause any
overshoot or ringing.


























TEC Current for 3.3V nfet33 on−chip power FET
 
 
Total NMOS Area=10000 µm
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2
Figure 28: Simulation results showing the high voltage nfet used as the power FET. The
TEC current is limited to 4.58A using the largest transistor.
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Lastly the bondwires have a maximum current that they can handle before they melt.
This is called the fusing current. For a 1mil diameter gold bondwire the fusing current is
around 1.8A. This means that if the on-chip power FET has a single pad connection to the
TEC, the current will be limited by this fusing current as we do not want to melt the wire.
We can get around the fusing current limit by using multiple pads for the source and drain
connections to provide multiple bondwires and reduce the parasitic resistance, but since
many of today’s chips are pad limited, a designer might not want to sacrifice multiple pads






















Figure 29: Schematic of the off-chip controller and power FET solution. A benefit of this
solution is that only a single pad needs to be driven off-chip.
4.5.2 Off-Chip Power FET
Figure 29 shows the off-chip controller framework. The only difference from the previous
implementation is that the chip drives a digital signal out that gets level converted off-chip
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and drives a power FET device with its own package. We can see that the control signal
now only needs to drive the gate of the off-chip transistor and now requires only 1 pad and
its associated total capacitance which included the pad capacitance and the gate capacitance
of the MOSFET. We can simply drive the pad with the 1.2V logic without the need of a
level shifter, as devices like Alpha and Omega Semiconductor’s AON2400 NMOS [43]
can provide 24mΩ ON resistance at 1.2V of gate drive. The device can deliver a current
up to 8A with 8V at the drain of the transistor. Transient simulation results show that the
simulated transient control voltage at the gate of the off-chip transistor using the same driver
that was used to drive the on-chip power FET, has a rise time of around 7.52µs considering
the sum of the pad and transistor gate capacitance (1.7nF) as well as gate resistance (4Ω).
This means that we can provide turn-on times of less than 1ms which is fast enough for the
thermal transient extention times described by the ThBC and MCBC. The only drawback of
the off-chip solution is that it requires extra board space to fit the package of the power FET.
The device that we use has a footprint of 2mmX2mm which can add significant overheads
to the design of the board. However considering the effects of the limited current levels
that the on-chip solution suffers, the off-chip solution is recommended.
4.5.3 Recommendations
The analysis above has confirmed that package constraints and parasitics can cause signifi-
cant reduction in the maximum TEC current that can be sourced using an on-chip solution
while requiring a larger number of pads to access the transistors and provide enough cur-
rent drive, so we conclude that it is better to drive an off-chip power-device and only keep
the controller logic on-chip with 1 pad connection. This ensures maximum cooling perfor-
mance by sourcing the optimally high 4-6A of TEC current with the only drawback being
increased board level area. For a high performance microprocessor or server system this is
a viable trade-off as the board design in typically not space limited.
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4.6 Effects of Cooling Solution on TEC Performance
It is intriguing to consider the effect of the cooling solution on the TEC performance. Heat
sink solutions for microprocessors have different sizes and fluid flow rates, which account
for changes in the effective amount of heat that can be removed from the chip (external
cooling). This is modeled with an effective Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC), which varies
from 500 W/m2K to 20,000 W/m2K [35]. The cooling solution can have a significant effect
on the total TDP of the package and as such can restrict the maximum allowable power that
the chip can sustain. Since the power profile will have an impact on the TEC performance,
we study the effect of different ranges for the HTC on the controller performance. Figure
30 summarizes the effect of varying heat transfer coefficient (HTC) from the chip on the
effectiveness of the TEC assisted cooling. As observed, the initial steady state temperature
is higher for the lower HTC case. When the power pulse is applied, the temperature in-
creases at a faster rate with a lower HTC and the threshold temperature is reached earlier.
Moreover, with a higher HTC, the controller is able to sustain the threshold temperature
for a longer period of time and hence provide a longer time extension for both ThBC and
MCBC. Further, in the case of MCBC, once the cooling begins we observe deeper dips in
the temperature profile with higher HTC. Therefore, we expect a lower average tempera-
ture with MCBC at higher HTC. Figure 30 shows that a higher HTC results in a larger time
extension for both the ThBC and MCBC. This proves that the TEC is effective across all
external cooling solutions, but is benefited from having a better external cooling solution.
4.7 Simulation of controllers considering architecture and workload
We verify the TEC assisted cooling considering processor workload driven power esti-
mates. The power trace was generated via architectural simulations to reflect the character-
istics of executed workloads and microarchitecture. The SPEC2006 benchmark suite was
executed with a detailed cycle-level x86 timing simulator, Zesto [44]. Zesto was config-




Figure 30: The effect of heat transfer coefficient (HTC) on the controller operation: (a)
effect of HTC on ThBC, (b) effect of HTC on MCBC, (c) effect of HTC on ThBC and
MCBC time extension.
components. The access counts indicate how the workload exercises different architectural
components. In conjunction with Zesto, McPAT [45] was used to estimate the energy dis-
sipation of architectural components. Dynamic energy is calculated by multiplying access
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Figure 31: Chip Floorplan.
counts with estimated per-access energy, and the total power is the sum of dynamic and
leakage powers. A related work [46] used Zesto and McPAT with SPEC2006 benchmarks
to validate the accuracy against Intel cores. The die floor plan, was made based on the area
estimation provided by McPAT and has two cores underneath a 3x3mm TEC centered on
a 9x9mm chip. Each core is partitioned into blocks by pipeline stages and cache. This is
then converted to a grid using the exact sizes of each block and appropriate floorplan, and
inserted under the TEC area. We have added 10W of background power elsewhere in the
chip and ran the same simulation. The benchmark we used was sjeng (a relatively high
power workload) and it was simulated on a 1.2V-OOO core implemented in a predictive
16nm technology.
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The surface plot in Figure 32a shows the 3-dimensional view of the power density
(W/cm2) at a time instant (t=100ms) across all elements (each element has a size of 1mmX1mm)
in the chip. It can be observed that the workload creates a hot spot in the cores. Figure 32b
shows the same power profile across a top level view of all the elements. Figure 32c shows
the input transient power variation across the center and edge of the TEC, as well as the
chip edges where background power was applied. Figure 32d shows that the TEC assisted
cooling allow us to maintain the hotpot temperature (the maximum temperature of the chip)
below the threshold for a longer time period. We can see that no matter what controller we
use, we can manage the transient temperature below a threshold for a significant amount
of time and extend the benchmark workload beyond the time of thermal limit. This is
additional performance for the system.
The above analysis validates that the proposed control principles works with a real-
istic processor workload and motivates future work on the co-design of the TEC control
principle and run-time power management techniques. Coupling the architectural level
















































Full Chip Power Profile t=100ms
 
 












































































Figure 32: Analysis of TEC assisted cooling with a processor workload (a) 3D view of
the full-chip power density pattern at t=100ms, (b) Top level view of the power profile at
t=100ms, (c) Time domain power density variation across sections of the TEC and back-
ground elements, and (d) transient temperature variation for the package, and the ThBC
and MCBC at the TEC center.
4.8 Summary
In this chapter we have studied the prospect of on-demand cooling with super-lattice thin-
film TECs integrated in a chip and package. We have demonstrated on-chip controllers
for temperature dependent dynamic activation/deactivation of TECs to provide on-demand
cooling. The electro-thermal analysis was performed integrating the transistor level models
of the control circuits, designed in 130nm CMOS, with full-system thermal compact model
of chip, package, and embedded TEC. The co-analysis shows that TEC assisted transient
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cooling allows a processor to sustain a high power pulse for a longer period of time with-
out violation of the thermal threshold. This can significantly reduce the thermal events in
processors and help improve thermally limited system performance, which will become
critical in future generation systems. The possible performance gains of integrating TECs
within a microprocessor package suggest the need for future wok on this topic on design-
ing more efficient controllers as well as on innovative approaches to exploit TEC assisted
cooling through micro-architecture driven DTM approaches. The potential advantages of
integration of TECs can also inspire investigations in chip-package co-design.
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CHAPTER 5
ENERGY-EFFICIENT AUTONOMOUS ENERGY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
5.1 Introduction
A major concern for TEC based on-demand cooling is the need for additional energy. The
processors experience dynamic variations in power dissipation during operation. The TEC
assisted cooling is necessary only during thermally critical high power modes; and the
TECs are normally turned off during nominal power modes. The finite heat flux generated
during the nominal power modes is wasted as the heat energy is dumped in the environment.
It is intriguing to note that this heat flux flows through the TEM and can be harvested to
generate electrical energy by operating the thermoelectric material (TEM) in the Seebeck
mode as a thermoelectric generator. Figure 33 shows this concept. The thermal events
occur with very low frequency, and therefore even though the TEC is providing natural
cooling due to higher thermal conductivity of the copper and thin-film super-lattice mate-
rial, most of the time the TEM is not being utilized for active cooling. Being able to take
advantage of the chip’s idle power and the heat that is generated, we can increase the over-
all energy efficiency of a cooling system on chip. The switching of the TEM to the TEG
mode allows a part of the otherwise wasted heat energy to be reclaimed and stored for later
use. The stored energy can be used to provide cooling during the intermittent high power
modes or even power sections of the chip.
The TEG operates on the basis of the Seebeck effect where a temperature difference
across a device creates an open circuit voltage as shown in equation 8. This is due to the
natural movement of the electrons and holes in the p and n poles of the device due to the
temperature gradient, creating the open circuit voltage.
VOC = S (TH − TC) (8)









































































Figure 33: The overview of the proposed system. In nominal or idle power modes, the
system operates in the harvesting mode and acts as a TEG storing energy. In high power
modes when active cooling is required, the system moves into the cooling mode and helps
mitigate thermal issues.
voltage needs to be boosted to a usable level. This can be done with a boost converter. The
thermoelectric material also has an electrical equivalent resistance due to the internal Joule
heating as well as the copper contacts. This can significantly reduce the effective power that
can be harvested from the TEG. The TEG can therefore be modeled as a simple thevenin
circuit equivalent. Figure 34 shows the model.
The goal of this chapter is two-fold: to design and experimentally verify a system that
is able to use a single thermoelectric device for both harvesting and cooling, and also verify
the control methods and TEC cooling developed in the last chapter. The system is fully on-
chip and is designed to connect to an external TEM. We present a fully integrated on-chip















Figure 34: The equivalent electrical circuit model for the TEG.
single TEM. The proposed system includes a high-efficiency boost regulator encompassing
low power design techniques to harvest heat energy and store it in an off-chip capacitor.
This capacitors stored energy is then used to power a constant current source when cooling
is required. The current source can deliver the desired current to the TEC over a wide
range of supply voltage. The current source can be programmed digitally to change the
cooling current and hence, degree of the achievable cooling. Once the capacitor energy
is exhausted, the system automatically switches to powering the cooling from the chips
supply voltage. A comparator and switch matrix control the mode switching of the TEM.
A test-chip of the proposed system is designed in 130nm CMOS. The measurement of the
test-chip demonstrates the system functionality. The test-chip is tested with a commercial
TEM to demonstrate the dynamic mode switching and simultaneous cooling and energy
harvesting.
5.2 System Level Overview
Figure 35 shows the proposed top level system. The boost regulator boosts the voltage
generated by the TEM and dumps charge in an output capacitor. This is called the harvest-
ing mode. Harvesting is active at all times during which the silicon temperature is below
a specified user reference, and the TEM operates in the Thermoelectric Generation (TEG)
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mode. The mode switching is done using a switch matrix, which is responsible for con-
necting the TEM terminals in the appropriate fashion. When the TEMs negative terminal
is grounded and the positive terminal is connected to the inductor, the TEM operates in
the harvesting mode by the Seebeck effect. In order to harvest energy, we must connect
the positive TEM terminal to the inductor and the negative terminal to ground, so we turn
transistors M1 and M4 on, while keeping M2 and M3 off. In the cooling mode, current is
forced into the negative terminal of the TEM, making it operate in the Peltier mode and
dumping heat from the hot to the cold side of the TEM. Our system does this by turning
switches M2 and M3 on and turning M1 and M4 off. The switching logic is implemented
in the TEC mode controller and is discussed in the following section. The control signals
Φ1 and Φ2 control the switch matrix transistors. The system only has 2 modes of oper-
ation and is always in either the cooling or harvesting mode. During low power events,
when the temperature of the silicon is not high, the system will stay in the harvesting mode
and dump energy to the output capacitor. This energy is stored in the output capacitor and
can be used to power the TEC controller. Once the capacitor gets charged and the volt-




























Figure 35: Schematic level overview of the proposed integrated TEM control
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by the TEM. Although this is an issue for long-term operation, a battery charger could be
implemented in mobile systems to recharge a battery, while high performance systems can
power their local supplies directly from the output capacitor and run non-critical portions of
the chip. Our system uses the capacitor’s stored energy to directly power the TEC current
source. Once the energy in the capacitor is depleted, we switch to powering the TEC from
the chip’s voltage supply and ensure that maximum cooling is maintained. Figure 36 illus-
trates the proposed systems behavior in the time domain. When the chip power is low and
the chip temperature is low, we operate in the harvesting mode. The boost regulator boosts
the voltage of the TEG and stores the converted thermal energy into an output capacitor.
If a high power event occurs in the system, such as a high-power application running, the
chip temperature would begin to rise and could go above the thermal limit of the chip and
package. This is the common case of turbo-boosting which was discussed previously. With
a TEM within the system, once a pre-defined threshold is reached, we can put the system
into the cooling mode, reducing the temperature increase rate of the chip and hopefully
keeping the temperature below the thermal limit and completing the high-power workload.
It is important to note that if the chip power is very high or the TEC current is not large
enough, we might not be able to avoid the thermal limit with only the use of the TEC, and
might require throttling, thread migration, or a more powerful cooling solution. The TEC
will still allow us to extend the workload time.
5.3 System Level Circuit Design
5.3.1 TEC Mode Controller
The TEC Mode Controller is responsible for sensing temperature, and making a decision
for what mode the system should operate in, TEC or TEG. The goal of the controller is to
reduce the temperature of the silicon chip and avoid the thermal limit of the package, while
harvesting maximum energy. For the simplicity of design, the controller senses when the
temperature crosses an externally adjustable threshold, and turns the TEC on by pushing

















Figure 36: The system level operation of the proposed system.
the TEG mode. Figure 38 shows the top level structure of the mode controller. We have
a central temperature sensor that generates 2 analog output representations of temperature.
The temperature sensor is implemented on chip using a lateral BJT with a constant current
being pushed into the BJT, generating a voltage that varies with temperature, VOUT. The
output has inverse temperature dependence and only varies by about 2 mV/◦C, which is
fairly small. We have therefore added another amplification stage on chip in order to boost
this to about 4 mV/◦C in order to avoid false triggering of the comparators. This is the
VAMP output as shown in figure 38.
A bank of hysteretic comparators, with an externally selectable hysteresis window, is
used as the decision engine. We use a 3-bit off-chip select signal for the comparators, with 4
comparators set for each of the temperature outputs. It is important to note that the hystere-
sis is added to avoid unnecessary mode switching of the comparator when the temperature
is hovering near the reference. If the temperature crosses the reference, the comparator

















Figure 37: Top level design of the TEC mode controller. The MODE signal drives the
switch matrix and puts the system in the appropriate mode.
off-chip. By changing the hysteresis we effectively change the temperature reduction be-
fore the comparator switches again and puts the system in the harvesting mode. The digital
outputs of the comparator are then fed to a mux that has externally controlled selection,
and the output of the mux is buffered to drive the switch matrix. M2 and M3 are turned on
during TEC mode.
Figure 39 shows the design of the current source. We use feedback and sense a portion
of the output current, divide it down 100X and compare it to the reference current set
to make sure that if the source voltage of the output transistor moves, so does the drain in
order to keep the current steady. With the ISEL external signal, we can program the reference
current from 0-50µA and hence the output current from 10-100mA. This is done by turning
the ISEL < 3 : 0 > switches on and mirroring a higher reference current. Using this feedback
approach, the constant current can be maintained across a 10Ω load from 3.3V all the way












































Figure 38: The temperature sensor used on chip: a) schematic design. VOUT is used as the
low noise output to detect but since the output variation is small, we have added the VAMP





























































































































































































































more stored energy from the output capacitor, achieving higher energy efficiency.

































Figure 40: Top level design of the TEG boost regulator. The booster is designed using
Pulsed Frequency Modulation (PFM) control and can service various loads.
The test chip also includes an integrated Pulsed Frequency Modulation (PFM) boost
regulator to boost the low input voltages that the TEM generates in idle power modes to
a high voltage for storage to a capacitor. Figure 40 shows the functional block diagram
of the boost regulator. The VFB signal monitors the output voltage and uses a hysteretic
comparator to compare it with an internally generated reference. The output of the com-
parator is low when VFB is higher than VREF, meaning that the output is above the regulation
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point. This means that the oscillator and current limit comparator are both turned off and
the output will discharge by the load condition. Once VFB discharges beyond the reference
point, the comparator will flip and enable the oscillator and turn the NFET switch on. This
will cause the inductor current to build up linearly while the output continues to discharge
and the current buildup can be stopped by the current limit comparator or the end of the
oscillator pulse, whichever occurs first. When the peak current is reached, the NFET turns
off, and the inductor currents discharges to the load, increasing VOUT. Once the inductor
current goes to zero the load will start discharging again, causing the process to restart. If
the output load is very large, the output voltage might not increase above the hysteresis and
the oscillator will not turn off and continue to pulse. Because the oscillator has a very large
duty cycle (98% on time), multiple pulses will continue to build up the current and cause
the output to slowly charge up and flip the comparator, restarting the process described
above. This allows for our booster to service various loads and provide a high conversion
ratio.
5.4 Test Chip Implementation
The proposed design is implemented in an IBM 130nm CMOS process and fabricated
through MOSIS. The chip die photo, test board, and external TEM are shown in figure 41.
An overall chip summary and measurement characteristics are presented in table 7 The chip
has a total die area of 1mm X 1mm with the boost regulator placed at the bottom of the
chip and the cooling mode circuitry and decision making circuits in the top left and middle
of the chip. The switch matrix is at the top right of the chip and uses large transistors to
reduce the losses across the on resistance of the switches. The test chip was supposed to be
brought into the clean room to have a TEM directly attached to the backside of the Silicon
layer to be able to test the transient cooling developed in this thesis as well as the TEC
control methods. The test chip also had an internal resistive heater element, allowing us to



























Figure 41: System implementation: a) test chip and b) test board.
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ensured that we could control the temperature on chip and verify the control loop. Unfor-
tunately, due to cost constraints for clean room use as well as a limited number of working
dies that came back from MOSIS we were unable to integrate the TEM directly to the
Silicon of our chip. Because the TEM could not be directly integrated into the packaging
solutions of this test chip, we have characterized our system with an external TEM solu-
tion. This external system uses the same TEM element, but has a bulkier thermal solution
with a far greater thermal time constant. We use the EV56 TEM Evaluation kit from Laird
Technologies (formerly Nextreme) [47]. This TEM has an internal resistance of about 10Ω
and a heater and heat sink solution. This serves as the thermal evaluation, with our chip
serving as the electrical control system. The thermal heater can apply heat fluxes up to
150W/cm2 to the hot side of the TEM while the fan cools the cold side to generate large
∆T. There are 2 thermocouples to monitor the temperature of both the hot and cold side
of the TEM. Although the thermal response of the external system is much slower than an
integrated device will be, the functionality of the energy management solution is presented
and is an ideal candidate for integrated TEM materials. With the ability to function with
a 3mmX3mm external TEM, this energy management solution can be integrated under the
TEM with about a 10% area overhead on chip. Scaling it down to lower technology nodes
can lead to even greater area reductions.
5.5 Measurement Results
5.5.1 TEC Mode Control Characterization
The TEC Mode Controller has been fully characterized and tested using the external TEM.
We connect the thermocouple leads to an external instrumentation amplifier (AD8495) [48],
in order to read the temperature with accuracy of 0.1◦C at 5mV/◦C. This ensures an accurate
and low noise temperature measurement. We apply a high heat flux to the heater and TEM,
50 W/cm2 and monitor the temperature at the hot side. We connect the TEM to the test chip
and force it in the TEG mode initially using the external voltage (temperature) reference.
Figure 42 shows the response of the TEM module. The temperature rises initially as shown
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by the yellow line in the scope capture. This is the voltage output of the AD8595 amplifier
and has an output of 5mV/◦C so we see the temperature increases from 25◦C to about 75◦C.
Once the temperature reaches that level, we force the mode controller into the TEC mode
using the reference and turn the TEC current source on with a current of 57mA. We observe
a reduction of the hot side temperature of the TEM (equivalently the chip temperature in the
package integrated TEM). This results in a steady state temperature reduction of about 5◦C,
a significant reduction. This result illustrates the concept of using the TEC for temperature
reduction of the chip, and avoiding the package temperature limit. The blue and green lines
show the positive and negative terminals of the TEC respectively. The current levels of
the TEC Current source can be programmed digitally with the external 4-bit ISEL signal as
described in section 5.3.1. The measured test chip can successfully source anywhere from
17-105mA, matching closely with the simulated design. Table 8 This allows the chip to be
programmed depending on the TEC solution that is attached. With larger TECs we require
a larger current to achieve a higher ∆T, but smaller form factor TEMs such as ones to be
Table 7: Test chip description and key measurement parameters
Test Chip Summary
Technology IBM 130nm CMOS
Die Size 1mm X1mm
Total System Area 0.49 mm2
Maximum TEC Current 105 mA
Maximum Boost Regulator Output 3.3 V
Logic Supply Voltage 1.2 V
Total Chip Power Dissipation 5.6 mW
Total VDD Power 0.62 mW
TEC Controller Power 4.98 mW
TEC Current Source Start-up 3.785 ms
TEM Device Laird Tech EV56
Maximum TEM Heat Flux 150 W/cm2
TEM Electrical Resistance 10 Ω
Inductor (External) 100 µH
Output Capacitor 1 mF
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integrated into mobile devices will require a lower current through the TEC for optimal











Figure 42: Temperature Characteristics of test chip and external TEM. (a) steady state
response and (b) transient response.
Table 8: Current Source Characterization. Only a subset of the 16 setting are shown.
Each digital setting is controlled by an off-chip signal and can be changed very easily by a
designer to ensure maximum TEC performance in cooling solution.
Digitally controlled current source









Figure 43 shows the maximum attainable ∆T at the hot side for given TEC currents
and heat fluxes. We see that up to 105mA the TEM is able to reduce the temperature of
the hot side, meaning that for this TEC we prefer to always run maximum current. It is
important to note that with smaller form factor TECs the optimal current can change to a
lower value, and our chip can have the current source externally programmed for maximum
performance of a specific current. This allows us to program a chip externally for it’s
optimal TEC current. Additionally this can be implemented as a LUT on chip and directly
programmed by the chip. This allows for co-design with the architecture. We also observe
that we get a larger ∆T for higher heat fluxes, but it is important to note with 100W/cm2
applied, the initial temperature before turning the TEC on was 108◦C, which might is above
the thermal limit for many systems. In the 50W/cm2 case the initial temperature before the
TEC was turned on was 76◦C, making the 7◦C ∆T more effective from a fraction of the
initial temperature standpoint. We also consider the event of the TEC turning on at a pre-
defined temperature. Previous work in the literature has investigated this method in order to
extend the workload time before a thermal limit [7]. Figure 44 shows the chip and system
coupled performance with this method. We turn the TEC on with 57mA at a threshold
temperature and observe an immediate cooling effect. We see that the rate of increase in
the temperature is decreased and the chip will reach the steady state temperature later. This
time allows a chip to complete the workload before having to throttle down.
Lastly it is critical to note the power dissipation of the controller, as well as the time
it takes to start-up the current source. Because the controller is based on mostly analog
circuits, the major power consumption comes from the biasing networks, and the switching
power of the switch matrix transistors. The average power dissipation of the controller,
excluding the actual current flowing through the TEC, is 4.98mW. This fairly significant
power is due to the feedback network in the current source as noted in section 4.1. Since
we need to sample a portion of the output current in order to adjust the voltage, we have
to always dissipate a significant biasing current in the current source. We sample 1/100
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Figure 43: Steady-state temperature reduction for various cooling current levels from the
programmable current source and TEM solution.
of the output current, as anything smaller than this leads to large errors in current due to
process variation. Despite this, the power is a small portion of the total cooling power
required by the system, 346 mW with the maximum current programmed. In addition to
the power dissipation it is important to consider the start-up time of the current source, once
the decision is made. The TEC current source had a measured start-up time of 3.785ms.
With the external system that has cooling times on the order of 10s of seconds this is
insignificant, and even with an integrated system, where the cooling time scales are on the
order of 100s of ms this controller still responds very quickly.
5.5.2 TEG Harvesting Mode Characterization
The on-chip asynchronous boost regulator has also been characterized for functionality,
speed, and efficiency. Figure 45 shows a scope capture showing the functionality of the
booster. We use the Nextreme kit again and apply a heat flux to the TEM to generate a
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voltage across it. We connect the switch matrix in the booster mode which connects the
positive TEM terminal to the inductor. As we can see the output voltage (yellow line)
begins to rise in a linear fashion as it is heavily loaded (1mF output capacitor) and the
oscillator is operating at the highest switching frequency, measured experimentally to be
93.9kHz. The large output capacitor is used in order to be able to store sufficient energy
for cooling. The green curve shows the inductor node that connects to the on-chip FET.
As we can see there is continuous switching at the node with the voltage steadily rising.
The purple curve is showing the positive TEM terminal voltage. As we can see, initially
the TEM is loaded by a large inductor current and hence the voltage is effectively reduced











Figure 44: Measured transient temperature characteristics of test chip and external TEM.
The yellow curve shows the temperature profile for transient cooling while the white curve
is a superimposed steady-state behavior. We observe that the TEC provides instantaneous











Figure 45: Start-up of PFM boost regulator. The output is regulated at 3V with a 1mF
output capacitor.
up and the current drawn reduces, the voltage begins to steadily rise. Once the regulation
point is reached the input voltage settles as the loading decreases, and the switching at the
inductor node is also reduced. Since the output voltage is quite high, we are still operating
near the maximum switching frequency of the oscillator to keep the output regulated at 3V.
We have also characterized the efficiency of the booster considering a DC load. As we can
see in figure 46 the maximum efficiency of the booster is near 80% at higher output loads.
As the load decreases so does the efficiency.
5.5.3 Full System Characterization
Finally the full autonomous system has also been characterized with the external TEM.
Figure 47 shows the scope capture of the integrated system. The yellow line is the output
voltage and the purple is the input to the boost regulator. As we can see we turn the system
on in the TEG mode and begin harvesting energy into the output. As stated in the previous
section, the system takes time to boost up as the input voltage is around 900mV (∆T of
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Figure 46: Fixed load efficiency contours of the boost regulator. The booster reaches max-
imum efficiency near 80%
about 30◦C) and the output capacitor is 1mF. Once the system has the output regulated,
we force the controller into the TEC mode and we force the TEC mode controllers current
source to be powered by the output voltage directly. We can see that the output voltage is
quickly discharged by the large current that the TEC requires to cool. As we see from the
inset scope capture the discharge is linear, meaning that the current source works despite the
reduction in output voltage, and sources a constant current, 37mA as programmed in this
case. Before the output is fully discharged, a VDD selection comparator flips and the TEC
current continues to be sourced from the chips supply, continuing the cooling operation.
The current can be fully sourced from the output capacitor for about 35ms, a time that is
quite significant at microprocessor time scales. As the system is fully functional with an














Figure 47: Switching response of full system. The system harvests energy and regulates
the output to 3V, before the TEC is turned on the output is used to supply the constant TEC
current. This lasts for 34ms when the current source switches to the chip VDD to source
the current.
5.6 Conclusion
We have presented the design of an autonomous system that is able to use a single TEM for
cooling as well as harvesting energy. Our system is able to harvest energy and store it in an
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output capacitor, and when cooling is required draw energy from the output capacitor. This
system only takes up 0.49mm2 in 130nm CMOS, consumes 5mW of power (excluding
cooling power), and can start-up the cooling operation in 4ms. The system is suitable for
chip-scale on-demand cooling. The small area and moderate power make the design suit-
able for integration in high-performance microprocessors. The integration of the proposed
system in microprocessor packages with embedded thermoelectric modules can improve
the energy-efficiency of on-demand active cooling. The future design needs to reduce the
minimum input voltage for the successful start-up of the booster to allow harvesting from
even lower chip power. The response time of the booster needs to be improved as well. The
future research in this direction needs to consider demonstration of integrated TEM with
the test-chip (instead of external TEM), and the co-design of integrated TEM control and





The purpose of this thesis is to develop a methodology for designing a high performance
VLSI system using integrated super-lattice based thin-film thermoelectric coolers (TECs)
to improve the thermal characteristics, performance, and energy efficiency. Modern VLSI
systems have reached the power wall and hence extra performance gains are becoming
limited due to the inability to pump out the heat generated by the high density integration
of billions of transistors. Therefore, developing a more cost effective cooling solution is
critical to extending performance in future high performance systems. This thesis studies
the potential of embedding TECs within a package and using the device to manage thermal
events in a system. These small form factor devices will not add to system volume and
are more importantly active devices. This thesis thoroughly investigates the system level
implications of using TECs by developing and verifying a compact thermal model. We
use the model to assess the temperature reduction and performance benefits that the TEC
contributes to a system in a single and multi-core scenario. We develop control methods
to efficiently control the TEC and finally we propose a system to increase the energy effi-
ciency of the overall system and harvest energy during thermally non-critical events. The
contributions of the thesis are as follows:
1. The thesis develops the system level thermal model for the TEC and package and
thoroughly studies the system level prospects of embedding a TEC within a processor
package and evaluating the benefits at the single and multi-core levels.
2. The thesis introduces control methods to aid in the prevention of thermal violations
for unknown power profiles. The control methods are implemented within a co-
simulation environment that simultaneously simulates electrical and thermal systems.
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3. The thesis implements an energy autonomous system that is capable of increasing
system efficiency by using the same device for both cooling and harvesting and using
harvested energy to cool the chip. The system is implemented in an IBM 130nm
process and characterized with a commercial TEM.
6.2 Recommendations for Extension and Future Work
The research in this thesis has assessed the benefits of embedded thermoelectrics but there
are many avenues for continuing the research further. As a first step additional studies are
required on the architectural level. This thesis has presented the potential to reduce thermal
violations and extend performance, but a more thorough study is required that will couple
the architecture with the thermal simulation framework so that the exact performance ben-
efits can be seen. This means that a tool needs to be developed that will be able to couple
microarchitecture development with the transient thermal simulator so that a designer can
quickly run benchmarks for execution time and thermal performance in a magnitude of
layouts. Tools like Hotspot [49, 50] are great for evaluation of the maximum temperature
of a package with a specific architecture, they fail to account for the transient performance
and are not sufficient for modeling DVFS and other power boosting techniques. This will
require a thorough investigation into architectural methods to take advantage of transient
benefits of TECs while also allowing rapid evaluation of workloads within a newly pro-
posed architecture.
The control methods presented in this work only scratch the surface of efficient TEC
control. More work can be done to develop more advanced control methods that opti-
mize across various design parameters and achieve optimal chip temperature with mini-
mum power. These controllers should have a rapid design flow and should be implemented
with low overhead on chip. The flow should be implemented within the standard design
methodology of IC development and allow technology/architecture/circuit interactions. Al-
though the work here has characterized the TEC control on chip, future work in this area
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should attach the TEM to a chip and evaluate the performance benefits further and take
advantage of the transient cooling effects. Attaching the TEC to the chip and connect-
ing the terminals to the Silicon requires packaging innovations and should be investigated
further. TEC system benefits have also been studied for 3D systems where thermals are
more difficult to control due to many layers blocking the heat flow. The controls methods
should be extended further to account for 3D systems and evaluate the efficacy. Mobile
systems should also be studied within the thermal modeling framework so that the TEC
effects can be understood. Mobile systems have even more stringent temperature limits
due to low skin temperature limits and varying workloads that can quickly cause thermal
throttling. Investigating the TEC performance benefits is critical to assess the feasibility of
using them within a mobile system, where thickness and space requirements can be very
limited.
Finally the autonomous system proposed here needs to be investigated further. Since
the TEM is often optimized for either cooling or harvesting, a package should integrate
materials optimized for both modes and placed within the chip layout. This would allow
the system to harvest a greater amount of energy while providing maximum cooling in hot-
spot locations. Additionally the autonomous system’s chip implementation should have a
TEM directly attached using advanced packaging techniques.
6.3 Critical Assessment
No thesis would be complete without the author’s critical assessment of the work. The re-
search undertaken has shown the potential that the TEC can have on thermally constrained
systems, by allowing for short bursts of cooling and extended turbo-boosting. Although
the simulations results are promising, the TEC was not integrated with a processor and
real workload so that real lab measurements could be verified. In addition, the TEC device
physics have significant effect on the cooling performance, and TEC device optimizations
are required to be able to optimize the device to provide maximum cooling capability at
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the lowest power budget. This requires device engineering and fabrication techniques to
be developed further so that a system designer has the ability to use the most effective de-
vice in the system. In addition, manufacturing of the TEC device at the back of the heat
spreader requires significant processing and cost, which might render the TEC device cost
prohibitive for a chip manufacturer to integrate. If we can show that using an integrated
TEC is the only way for thermal mitigation in the future, this might reduce the overall cost
of manufacturing due to scale and make the integrated TEC part of future chip generations.
The thesis did not critically benchmark the TEC to other available cooling technologies.
This is required if this technology is going to be developed further and integrated onto next
generation chips. Criteria for comparison needs to be developed so that competing cooling
technologies can be compared from an overall system area and cost perspective so the most
efficient and economical system can be chosen. It might not make sense for a system to
include a TEC if simply adding a more powerful fan can fulfill performance benefits.
Lastly it is critical to note that the TEG energy harvesting has a poor efficiency, less
than 1%. This requires significant improvements in the device engineering to improve
the conversion efficiency of the material. Again this needs to be evaluated further and
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